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Jerney’s
skyward
journey
Former Verona alder,
Army veteran honored
with Badger Flight
NEAL PATTEN
Staff reporter

Photos by Neal Patten

Verona Area Historical Society president Jesse Charles led two dozen people around downtown Verona for over two hours on
Saturday, June 18, as part of a guided history walk he organized to commemorate the city’s 175th anniversary.

A walk down
memory lane
Verona Area Historical Society
leading tours for city’s
175th birthday celebration

For one longtime Verona resident who served 28
years in the Army, travel is
second nature. Even so, one
recent journey for Charlotte
Jerney was still the honor of
a lifetime.
On May 14, Jerney
boarded the 41st Badger
Honor Flight with 80 other
veterans. While the inaugural flight took place in April
2010, this May 2022 flight
was the first time there was
an all-women flight.
The trip was made possible through funding from a
female donor.
Badger Honor Flight is
a regional affiliate of the
national Honor Flight Network. The flights take veterans from wars including
World War II, the Korean
War, and the Vietnam War
and flies them to Washington, D.C. to see the war
memorials there.
Charlotte Jerney moved
to the City of Verona in
2005 to be closer to family,
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During a “mail call” meant to
simulate those in war, Jerney
was presented with notes and
letters from loved ones.
but has been a Wisconsinite since birth, having been
raised in Amery. She served
as the Alder for Verona’s
District 3 from 2017-2021.
As the mayor and other
alders were all in their thirties and forties, she called
herself the “elder alder.”
As an alder, she sought
to focus on “instituting
civic minded police programs to combat the rising
opioid crisis, inclusivity,
and diverse perspectives
to make a high functioning
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When you think about who keeps
local history alive in smaller cities or
towns that are not routinely the subject of books and documentaries or
don’t have their own history museums, it usually takes at least one
local resident who totally geeks out
about the past to keep it living in the
present.
For Hometown, U.S.A., it’s Verona Area Historical Society president
Jesse Charles’ energetic enthusiasm
for local history that has helped reinvigorate the past in the minds of residents today.
Over the month of June, the historical society has been facilitating a
variety of activities to commemorate
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Jesse Charles took nearly two dozen people on a guided walking tour through

Turn to History/Page 12 downtown Verona on Saturday, June 18, to relive some of the town’s history.

The May 14 Badger Honor Flight was the 41st in the program’s
12-year history, but it was the first flight entirely for female
veterans.
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